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Introduction
.

The purpose of this amendment to the Oregon State TRIGA Reactor (OSTR)
~ Safety Analysis Report (SAR) is to support the request of Oregon State
University to increase the maximum licensed steady-state power of the OSTR to
1.1 MW. The request for this power increase is being submitted to help
clarify the OSTR Technical Specifications in light of an earlier U.S.' Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) determination indicating that there were
inconsistencies between the OSTR's currently licensed power level of 1 MW and
certain wording in the OSTR Technical Specifications. As a result of this
determination, on February 11, 1988 the NRC revised OSTR Technical
Specification 3.1 to read: "The reactor power level shall not exceed 1.0
megawatt under any condition of operation." The wording in this change has
caused the OSTR staff a number of difficulties with respect to its application
and interpretation, and we believe it is in the best interest of the
University and the NRC to eliminate this source of confusion. Specific
examples of the difficulties encountered are discussed below:

First, when the OSTR is operating in automatic mode at an allowed steady-
state power level of 1.0 MW, there are normal feedback effects of a properly
functioning servo system which result in small (1-2%) power oscillations
around the mean power.

Second, the phrase "under any cundition of operation" is confusing since
the OSTR is clearly licensed to pulse, which results in a peak power level
much greater than 1.0 MW.

Third, Table I of the OSTR Technical Specifications indicates that the
power level scram point on the safety channel and the percent power channel
may be set at 110%. This, presents two difficulties. First, if there scrams
are set at 110% they cannot now be tested by increasing the reactor power, and
therefore the Channel Test required by Technical Specification 4.3.2.d has to -

be performed electronically. (We feel an actual power level test is much
better.) Second, and more importantly, if the reactor should be shut down by
the 110% power level scram, this would appear to constitute a violation of the
Technical Specifications because of the way the licensed power limit is now
worded. Hence, to maintain the overpower scram protection without exceeding
1.0 MW it would be necessary to set the scrams at 1.0 MW or less and then

: operate the reactor at some even lesser power level such as 0.9 MW. However,
I as mentioned above, even this is inconsistent with the current Technical
| Specifications because Table I indicates that the scrams may set at 110%. ,

The staff of the OSTR feel that the best solution to all of these
I difficulties is to request a slight increase in the licensed steady-state

power level to 1.1 MW. There are now many TRIGA reactor-years of experience
which attest to the safety of this reactor type at power levels measurably in

i excess of 1.1 MW. However, we would like to reference the NRC's Safety
L Evaluation Report (SER) for the University of Texas TRIGA reactor, wherein a

1.1 MW peak power was found to be completely safe and acceptable. With
respect to the OSTR, the following additional information is being submitted

j to establish the safety of the proposed change.

|
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Normal Operation - Fuel Safety Limits

The safety limits on the fuel are designed to assure continuous integrity
.

of the fuel element cledding. During a reactivity excursion, the limiting :
condition is fuel temperature and the corresponding hydrogen overpressures at
which fuel cladding rupture may occur. Studies show that in FLIP fuel the
hydrogen pressure which would result from a transient for which the peak fuel
temperature is 2100'F (1150'C) would not produce a stress in the clad in
excess of the ultimate cladding strength.

For steady-state operation, fuel temperatures are dependent upon the heat
transfer characteristics of the fuel element and coolant. Thus, a limit on
power density is selected to ensure fuel element integrity. This limit is
well below the maximum allowable power density at which there is a departure
from nucleate boiling. TRIGA reactors with FLIP fuel have operated safely
with power densities up to 32 kW per element. The highest power density
calculated in Amendment 4 to the OSTR SAR for an operational mixed FLIP and ,

standard fuel element core at 1 MW was 16.98 kW per element, and for a full
FLIP core the value was 15.93 kW. Increasing the maximum steady-state power
level to 1.1 MW will slightly increase these ratings to 18.68 and 17.52 kW per
element respectively. Thus, the maximum power density is still well below
that of safely operated reactor cores, and these in turn are well below the
maximum safety limit for FLIP fuel. Therefore, no problems due to cooling or
fuel temperatures will occur at a steady-state operation of 1.1 MW. The OSTR
limiting safety system setting used for 1.0 MW operations will remain exactly
the same (950'F (510'C)) for the 1.1 MW power level.

Pulsing Operations

No changes are required in the OSTR SAR Amendment No. 4 relating to
pulsing operations as the pulsing limits will remain unchanged.

Fuel Element Reactivity Worth

No changes are required in the SAR (Amendment No. 4) section dealing with
reactivity worth of fuel elements.

Loss of Coolant Accident

SAR Amendment No. 4 quotes from previous studies which showed that a FLIP
fuel element can tolerate a temperature of 1720'F (938'C) suspended in air
without damage to the cladding. This temperature will not be exceeded under
the conditions of coolant loss if the maximum thermal power in a FLIP element
does not exceed 24 kW, which is the case for FLIP fuel even if the reactor is
operated for an infinite time prior to the accident. In another case, after
prolonged operation at 32 kW per element, an instantaneous loss of water
produced a maximum fuel temperature of about 590'C. Therefore, even with an
increased fuel element power rating to 18.68 kW per element the OSTR fuel will
still be well below these values.
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Design Basis Accident

'The OSTR design basis accident involves a loss of fuel cladding integrity
for.one fuel element. This accident is analyzed in SAR Amendment No. 4 using
a conservative maximum power density of 24 kW per element. Since this value
is still well over the new calculated worst-case value of 18.68 kW per element
for the OSTR at 1.1 MW, this accident analysis does not need to be ievised.

Reactivity Accident i

This section of the OSTR SAR (Amendment No. 4) does not need changing
since accidental pulsing from higher power levels results in lower pulses due
to the larger prompt negative fuel temperature coefficient at higher fuel
temperatures, and the fact that this feedback effect is significant from the
moment the pulse rod starts its motion.

.

Cooling

The basis for Technical Specification 3.1 states: "TRIGA fuel may be
safely operated up to power levels of at least 2.0 MW with natural convection
cooling." In addition, the existing OSTR heat exchanger is rated for 1.03
megawatts, and the cooling tower is rated for 1.32 megawatts. Therefore,
there are no unfavorable safety implications associated with a steady-state
power level of 1.1 MW, since prior to the installation i. the current heat ex-*

changer and cooling tower the OSTR had a cooling systen. ided at 250 kW, but
was licensed to operate at a steady-state power of 1.0 MW. Use of the !

previous 250 kW cooling system was not deemed to introduce unfavorable safety
implications, but simply meant that the reactor could not operate continuously
at full power. Consequently, it was shut down when the temperature of the
primary coolant reached a predetermined level below the limit set by the
Technical Specifications. Since it is our stated intention to limit routine
steady-state operations to 1.0 MW, we anticipate no changes in cooling ,

capabilities, but in any case the reactor would simply be shut down if the !

primary coolant temperature reached the above-mentioned predetermined level.
,
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